
CleanerBlast Systems
13277 Airline Highway
Gonzales LA 70737

866-606-7186

CBT-2020 was intentionally 
designed to meet today’s 
urgent needs.

Not only does Vapo-Miser 
prevent fugitive chemical 
release, it lets users adjust 
spray volume right from the 
handle so they can respond 
to changes in materials and 
textures without breaking 
stride while applying disin-
fectants to ensure speed and 
precision in application. 

CBT-2020 takes the focus off 
the equipment so workers 
can concentrate on sanitiz-
ing potential pathogen 
harbors.

Intensive sanitizing protocols 
in the age of superbugs and 
pandemic response call for 
more frequent application of 
sanitizing and disinfecting 
chemicals to effectively 
control pathogens and keep 
schools, businesses and 
public facilities safe.
 
With heightened frequency, 
comes the need for height-
ened control of chemical 
exposure. Wands and large 
nozzles prone to leaks, drips 
and uncontrolled overspray 
waste expensive chemicals, 
contribute to safety hazards 
to humans, and may damage 
surface materials. 

by

made in 
Gonzales

Ultra-high efficiency

Low pressure operation

High precision, drip-free coverage

Extremely low consumption

Covers more sq. ft. in less time

No tips, no clogs, no mess

Low maintenance 

Compact and portable










High durability construction

Chemical resistant components

Fast, simple set up

Ergonomic, low vibration
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Rapid Response
Sanitizing Equipment

cleanerblast.com/cbt2020sprayer

on high-stakes
      hygiene

        GET A 
   HANDLE

GET A 
HANDLE

want precision?
WE GOT IT 
HANDLED!

Wet Wimpy Wands
Drippy Nozzle Messobsolete Wet Wimpy WandsWet Wimpy Wands

obsolete
advanced

vs. Wet Wimpy WandsWet Wimpy WandsWet Wimpy Wands
obsolete
advanced

Wet Wimpy WandsWet Wimpy WandsWet Wimpy Wands
advanced Pistol Grip Volume

Control Handle
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No clog. No mess. No fail. 
Patent-pending Vapo-Miser spray 
handle and Turbulator technology 
create ultra high efficiency and 
precise, even coverage of cool, 
atomized vapor spray.

ADVANCED DESIGN

Plug and play connections and extremely simple 
setup make setup intuitive and fast. Choose the 
built-in air compressor dolly option and it’s even 
more simple to switch on and get to work!

EASY SET UP
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CBT-2020 continues the legacy of CleanerBlast, 
maker of the most dependable vapor blast 
cleaning machines in the industrial equipment 
market. Period.

SUPERIOR RELIABILITY

want control?
WE GOT IT 
HANDLED!

want control?
WE GOT IT 
HANDLED!

want control?
WE GOT IT 
HANDLED!

Made to plug into standard 5-gallon chemical 
containers, so you won’t waste a drop (or a 
second) transferring disinfectant product to the 
machine.

NO LOADING




